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There must be a standard on capitalised Fi&D
This month you canread about the superb maiden
performance at financialaccounting software supplier
Cedardata where PBT of £3.57m has just been declared.
Two months ago we reported PBT of £2.5m at Quality
Software Products which is in exactly the same business
as Cedardata. You would have thought that our accounting
rules were such that you could make comparisons at the
headline level. You would be very wrong.
Cedardata -
just like most
0 t h e r Total

Intangible
accounting mm
s o f t w a r e
producers like

C o d a ,

Pegasus and
Sage - writes
off its
investment on
internal R&D as incurred. But QSP capitalises its internal
R&D spend and writes this off over a number of years.
This treatment of R&D added a net £3.5m to the results.
indeed if QSP adopted the same rules as its competitors
it would have made a loss, not a profit. intangible assets
now represent over 90% of QSP☂s net assets.
The situation at Computerised Financial Solutions is
even worse. Rather than operating profits of £376K, a
loss of nearly £300K would have been reported. indeed

without intangible assets of £1.4m. CFS would have
negative net assets.
Of the 60 quoted SCSI companies only 6 have significant
intangible assets, As can be seen in the chart, the

treatment makes a significant effect on their results and
on their assets.
We have campaigned against this lack of a standard for

many years. We were delighted last month to contribute
towards a Computing article on the subject and were
amazed at the following quote from aQSP spokesman.
l☁lf OSP had written off the investment the company was

making in Universal OLAS in its 1992 accounts - the last

before it was floated - it would have been technically
insolvent and wouldnever have been admitted to the stock
market". (Source - Computing 27th April 1995) . The logic of this

statement takes your breath away. It is akin to 'you must

understand why I had to lie. If I hadn't you would have
discovered the truth".
in many cases, getting at this information has proved very
difficult even for us as an experienced financial analyst.
Although this information is given in the notes to the annual
Report and Accounts (by the way, usual/y tucked away
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on page 23 in 4 point type!) it is never given in press
releases or Stock Exchange announcements. The press
therefore reports the "headline' profit and never comments
on how much of this profit was due to capitalised
development costs. it compares performance with
competitors with no comment on the different accounting
conventions used.
We believe strongly that the accounts of all software

p r o d u c t s
c o m p a n l e 5

should be
p r o d u c e d

according to
one consistent
standard.
We support
Coda's Rodney
Potts who says
he is "hot under

the collar that there is no standard. /do not object to which
standard is adopted. Just that there should be one
standard. The current situation is Very misleading to
investors☝.
We personally advocate that all internal development costs
should be written off in the period in which they are
incurred. What is or is not "a development cost☝ is open
to a range of interpretations and can easily be used to
soak up costs which have little to do with product
development (like fixing bugs in existing software or hiding
project over-runs elsewhere). We have even seenit used
to cover marketing expenditure. like brochures. Secondly,
an in-house developed software product is the epitome
of an "intangible asset". it is often only of real value to the
company itself and would have a much lower value as an
asset in. say, a liquidation. Also it has value to the company
itself only if the product can and is sold. Many companies
have software products capitalised as assets which then
have no sales potential. Amortisation merely adds to the
misery. Not only has the company no product to sell, and
therefore no revenue being generated, but also has to
take a hit for several more years on its P & L account to
pay for past development costs.
Even if there are no moves towards a standard, there

could at least be some changes. Headline financial
performance figures - both P&L and Balance Sheet -
should make it clear how much of the profits, and how
much of the assets, are represented by such capitalised
development costs.
At least then ordinary investors would have a chance of
making valid comparisons.
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☁ First Data is.alrea'dy.the' large _
been able to get UK revenuesbut they;
1991for swam-oh otthe☁iargest 50
Those who'rnay'thinkthatsmh'ootn
founded; on ☂sUch processing bur'ea .
for the smaller UK operators _

V handled electronically and the-ma

at VC General Atlantic hold 10%☁oi Legent stock'and
r with a deal which values Legent at 3.5 times its $500rn,

Another record year for M&A☁

guarantee further'broken'records in 1995; I .y

The growth in the Top SCSl suppliers in 1995
combination of large outsourcing wins at EDS a

 

Lhave revenues of around $3.5 billion.

MB Data Management issuas anotherpro ts warning

ln Jul. 94 COM bureau MR Data Management issued a
profits warning causing their share price to crash from its
1994 high of £2 to 148p. First half results had signalled a
recovery with profits up 9%. But at the end of May, a
second warning was issued, causing the shares to crash
this month by 23% to 69p. MR warns that PBT to 30th
June 95 will be around £35m compared with £6.35m last

time and £8.8m in 1993.
Our industry is not immune to the ☜rewards for failure"
jibes. Mike Elliott, the CEO appointed two years ago when
profits were £8.8m, received (together with another

director) £450K compensation for loss of office. Colin
Haylock, previously a NED, has this month been appointed
as the new executive chairman pending the appointment
of a new CEO.
The problem is that the last profits warning, and all
statements since, have expressed ☜optimism☝ and
☁tan dence☝ . The chairman☂s latest ☁We have a bright
fulure"remark should be treated with suspicion. We have
long warned that the COM market is in terminal decline.
Microgen has already suffered and MR has been tardy in
developing new markets like CD♥ROM data storage.
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combined operations Will have revenues in'excess of Z '* ☁

Given that Us MM activity'added- up 'léji☁r☂lseli a :,leqprd)§.$.9b' Viv .
according to Broadvlew, the $12b spent☁in the three deals abo: air

at many other leaders will mean the: big will get avenle'ggeran
There seems no reason to suggest a Slowdown inl☁MM Hotivi
controlling stake in CGS in 1996 (which seemsincreasin :yl _
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Is software products the place to be?

Latest figures from the Software Publishers Association .
show yet again what we have said so many times. Price
pressure is making the PC software market ex-growth.
01 revenues in Europe (and also in the
UK) Were up a minimal 4% but unit sales
increased by 41 % - that☂s another 20%+
reduction in average unit value. Indeed
only revenues from relational databases
posted any revenue increase (+9%) _V
whereas revenues from word proce
spreadsheets fell by 2% and 6% respectively.

Power attire [meme
Lou :Gerstne'r's latte ' ' '
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Peterborough Software
ReVenue and PET Growth

Relative to 1991 m...
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Since the disastrous profits

warning in April, Cray's share
♥♥ m; price has continued to drop from

its high of 170p. This month they
fell another 15% to 56p - now less than the 60p prevailing
when the new management team took over in 1989.
Whereas a year ago there was speculation that Cray might
acquire Racal, now the talk on the street is the exact
reverse.
Also it was announced that Cray's FD Jeff Harrison had
become the first of the original MBl team to ☜fall on his
sword". He will be replaced by Roger Dye on 1st Sept.
who described his new job as "an interesting challenge".
This month Cray has signed to supply and support Cisc
inter-networking_products.
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W Computer People's CEO Tony
I☁ Reeves told shareholders at their
e AGM that current results ☁Were

ahead of expectations☝. He also
announced that the group will

change its name to the Delphi Group - strangely similar
to the Belgian group that Admiral acquired only last month.

   

 

Perot Systems
We had already written the obituary for Perot. As far as
we could see Europcarand East Midlands Electricity were
the only major deals they had ever won in the UK. But
how wrong we were. This month fund managers M&G
awarded Perot a £20m contract to downsize from iBM
main-frames to client-server systems.
July 1995
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In line with its practice in
previous years. CRT this
month issued a trading
statement on its expected

results for the year to 30th
April 95. CRT is involved in IT

training (via Pitman, LINK and The Training
Corporation), IT contract staff & recruitment (which
includes Software Personnel acquired in Feb. 1990,
Couva acquired in Dec. 1993 and Systems Resources
acquired in Aug. 1994 for £6.35m) and CRT Multimedia.
Unaudited accountsshow revenues up nearly 50% at
£70m.

Operating profits at the recruitment/IT agency staff
operation (£46m or about two thirds of revenue) were ☜in
line with the board☂s best expectations". A 25% year-on-

year increase in contractors on site was reported for Q1
1995. But profits at training (£23m or around a third of
revenues) were lower than anticipated due to ☜the timing
of contracts☝. Training still represents around 70% of group
profits and ☜the order book is at record levels". Multimedia
revenues were £600K or <1 % of the total.
Chairman Karl Chapman reckons that 1995/96 ☜should
produce continuing profits growth".
CRT is operating in three of the most buoyant industry
sectors at present. Results from competitors like Parity
and Computer People or. in training, from the likes of 0A
(now part of P&P) indicate the potential. CRTs share price
was down 3% this month. That's still a 19% gain in 1995.
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F Critical time for Proteus
Proteus International has developed a software product

(Prometheus) for the modelling of biomolecular structures.

It was launched onto the Stock Exchange in May 90 at

84p. Rather than selling the product it has taken ☜stakes☝

in the drugs which the product has helped to design.

The Proteus share price has been volatile - to say the

least. They climbed dramatically from the launch price of

84p to a high of over 500p in 1992.

Just over a year ago shareholders stumped up another

£10.4m in a 1-tor-7 rights issue at 280p. But a four page
expose in the Mail on Sunday on 11th Dec. 1994 put

Proteus International shares into free fall, crashing 62pto

178p the next day. Chairman Kevin Gilmore keeps
promising but failing to deliver drugs developed using their
software. Even prospects for the much hyped BSE test
are being down rated.
In Feb. 95, Proteus raised a further £2.6m in a placing at
175p per share. Since then the one way slide in the share
price has continued to end June 1995 on 69p. As you
might understand, shareholders are not happy people.
Latest results for the year to 31st March 95 did little to
increase their con dence. Losses increased from £6.62m
to £7.93m as R&D increased from £6.5m to £8.1m.
Revenue was once again nil. The rights issues at least
meant that cash had increased from £12m to £6.2m but
rememberthat the cash burn is currently £600K a month.
Chairman Kevin Gilmore anticipates "signi cant revenue
in 1995/96☝and has "continuing and increasing confidence
in the future☝. The test now is to see if this can be achieved
before the cash runs out again.Another rights issue would

 

[PG for Micromuse
There are a growing number of UK companies saying they
plan a US lPO ratherthan launching in London. The latest

is Micromuse which this month also announced that it
had already earned £1m+ revenues from its Netcool
network management software products.
In the year to 30th Sept. 94, Micromuse increased
revenues by55% to £10.5m but PBT slumped from £374K
to £108K. Revenues are split equally between hardware
sales (Sun), distributing US software products like Remedy
and Frontier and their own products and related services
(like Netcool). Clearly it's the latter which could create

Freal value for the shareholders.
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\ test shareholder loyalty to the limits.

Breathing new life into Metrologie UK
After the £695K loss recorded in 1993, Metrologie UK

returned to a PET of £121 K on revenues up 64% £61.1m
in the year to 31 st Dec. 94. Metrologie are one of the
largest "trade only IT distributors☝. French parent
Metrologie has had a troubled time. VCs Apax, however,

recently invested £15.5m as part of a £22.5m capital
restructuring. Metrologie sold its direct sales arm, Rapid
Recall, to Lantec in April as a part of this fund raising.

J .

    

causing its share price to plunge from its 1994 high of
41p to 15p at the end June. In the end, results for the
year to 30th Apr. 95 showed a loss of £327K compared
with PBT of £3.4m last year. Revenues were up 11% at

  

☜When will the☁nghth☁ouse shl ?☝
Rolfe & Nolan (R'stN) the futures.an I V _
the year to Feb. 95. Revenue increased 12%t £1

 

£4.2m. , , , ,
in Europe. profit increased 9% to £2.9m due
to "stronger London trading volumes ". However
Lighthouse development costs ☁(tully
expensad!) reduced net profit by over Etmand☁,☁
this also has had a similar effect on cashwhich'.
has reduced by £1 .2m to £2m at the year and.
The biggest disappointment however is that.
the, Credit Suisse Lighthouse contract is still
not live despite Day's hopes earlier this year
that the project was only "some weeks behind
schedule". But thecontract value has been
negotiated up from. £2.4m to £3.3mc . _
Chairrnan'Tim Hearley says ☁the 1995/96 FY.

v has started satisfactorily" active Marketing of . v -
Lighthouse to further prospects has begun.;'We th

k R&N shares ended the month uncharged 'on'165p. ?_ .
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Whether coincidental or not, Ft&N's performance was example I
V BSI in the US in 1992. At least losses here have reducedv☁signiti Vintly, tromgtl
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£50. More next month.
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Rolfe & Nolan Computer Services
Ten Year PET and EPS Record

Relative to 1986
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' . ☜1994 was PA Consumng☁GmUp☂s best eve y ☁ '
After the awful losses of 1991 and 1 992 you☁can understand the relief otrépor'ling' P V_ V
up 3.5% at £181.1m. But this is still less than the 俉13.5m" 'PA consumng
PBT reported back in 1989. Around 30% of revenues (£57m) Six Year Revenue and PET Record
are IT related. £38m from the UK market. ' Remit/9101939
But perhaps there were other reasons why it was considered mm
such a good year. Bonuses increased from 29m to £15.2m
and "he! cash became positive in August☝ and ended 1994

at £11.5m. Finally. Jon Moynihan, the ☜new☝, CEO at PA
who has spearheaded its recovery, was awarded, an 088
in the Queen☂s Birthday Honours. v v ~, - 7
in 1989. PA postulated a oat. Although PA is a corporate
entity. it operates more like a partnership;20% of shares
are owned by the staff and 80% by an employee trust'tund."
Moynihan thinks that consultancies Operate better as
partnerships and that investors do not put sufficient value
on people based businesses. '
Current valuations of such companies from Admiral to Vega
\tend to dispute that View.
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Catalyst Development has merged with lT recruitment
agency JM Management Services. ICL has bought a
controlling stake in Germany☂s Aquarius Robatron
Systems for ☜more than £20m☝. Aquarius produced
150,000 PCs last year - thus boosting ICL☁s PC
manufacturing capability by 50% and making ICL a major
supplier to the German market. Lynx has now completed
its withdrawal from the leisure market with its sale of Town
Art Group to Crown Products for£1 .2m. As we reported
in full last month, Lynx will now concentrate solely on its
SCSI activities. 4Front Software International Inc. has
acquired distributor Compass Computer Group ☜for an
undisclosed sum☝. 4Group also owns Xanadu Systems,
K2 Systems, CI Support andActionTrac in the UK. IT staff
agency/recruitment consultancy, the Lorien Group, has
acquired IT staff agency Telfast for £2.1m. Oracle has
bought the OLAP arm of IRI Sottwarefor$100m. IRI has
revenues of around £12m in the UK and most of lRl☂s UK
staff will transfer to Oracle - provided they can live with
the insecurity. Executor Computers has appointed the
receivers. Another UK pioneer bites the dust...Cambridge
Micro Computers has gone into voluntary liquidation.

Pearson Group in another SCSI purchase

Pearson, you may remember, undertook the largest UK
software acquisition last year when they acquired,
amongst others, Software Toolworks for £310m. This

month they have invested £3.5m in US Worlds Inc. which
(is creating a broadband n _for ild n_ ' ho it

.Cédarda. .
Cedardata Was anew rssrte In Mar. 4
interims ♥ and nonthe' tir's't'iull year'resultsv hav
expectations} '_ » '
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Cedardata plc
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in the year to 31 st Man 95, revenues increased by 46% to
£8.93; PBT Was up 32%☁et £3.5☁Im.-(yes; a 4039+ pro t
margih,fa'galn). ERS advanced☁by_:_35% on☂a like-forklik☁e
basist Licence lee-o ,their,0racle-based claps accounting
systems were up 3%Jar'id recurring :☁seivices revenues
now account for oyer,50%'Of revenues. Oedardata hays
no debt,':eas , L1m and fully: expense'all Rep.
Chairman Leon a l'vvsays- ☜substantial orders already
received in the new nancial year haveprovided a Very
promising startle the'period☂f and is clearly optimistic for
the future; Brokersexpect profits to exceed mm. ☁ , .
it would have: been difficult to produce a better maiden
performance. VCe☁dardata combines product with a strong
and reliable services revenue stream - just what vile like.
So.☂ why. havethe shares perfor☁Ined so limpIy,. merely

Lincreaslng from their laumh price at 105p to just 115p? J
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EDP☂also announcedinterim☂s to the {end of Mar. 95>Which
continued

. down 11%...

. Chairman Michael Heller. commenting on thefresultssmd
: "Although the- trading environment remains tough, I-am

But EDP☂sishare price, once our CSl Index leader, has

 
Jail 0! 9% this year.

  

they a.
P&P expands IT training

P Following on from the obvious
PIC success of their purchase of 0A

Training last year, P&P has this

month completed the acquisition of The Technology
Training Centre (1TC)for a max. of£2m (£500K deferred
for six months based on performance). TTC made profits
of £400K in 1994 and will add 23 trainers to take P&P☂s
total to over 200

Our long term support for P&P is well known although
their performance has strained this to the limit on
occasions. But the move away from high volume/low
margin product distribution towards services has always
had our backing. Given that P&P☂s share price is up 57%

in the last 12 months, our enthusiasm is now clearly shared
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satis ed that PET for the year as awhole will be
satisfactory palticularlyas we see the bene ts ofthe BML
acquisition; makings positive contribution☜; Further
compatible acouisitions are actively being considered.

fallen again and ended the month down 6% - an overall
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Granada continues recovery
The bad days at Granada Computer Services now seem
a thing of the past. Latest Granada plc interim figures to
1st Apr. 95 report "computer services achieved increased
turnover and profit overall with strong performances from

the UKandat the Computer Disaster Recovery business☝.
One of the reasons was thought to be the tie up with
several of the major outsourcing companies. But questions
have been raised over the profitability of these deals.
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005 Group buys Computer Systems for Industry

Life is getting more and more interesting for DOS and its CEO Flay Spence. Back in Feb. 1994 Nesco Investments

sold its Nigerian interests and concentrated on its SCSI activities under the DCS banner where it has around a 25%

share of the motor dealer systems market with their Global Dealer Management System.

In March 1994 they completed a 1-for-3 rights issue at 55p to raise £1m and then bought Motls (£300K), G.S.l UK

(£400K), a stake in French Aagic SA and European Dev. & Systems (Spain). _

This month DCS shares were suspended at 78p on the announcement that they were to acquire Computer Systems

for Industry for a max. consideration of £8.2m - 26m initially (half in cash, halt in shares). The remainder will be paid

if CSI profits fall between £450K and £780K for 1995. The cash portion is to be funded by aplacing and 1-for-2 rights

issue at 75p. After the previous rights issue, shareholders already have a taste of the potential rewards. The EGM on

30th June approved the take-over and dealings will recommence on 3rd July. 99.5% shareholder backing was received.

Institutional support for the placing has been excellent and applications had to be scaled down.

CSI develops and supports software l☁forindustry's supply chain management process" with its CIEU4OO and CSP

products for the IBM AS/400. Indeed, IBM has one of its many 10% stakes in CSI - which it will exchange for a 5%

stake in the new DCS Group. Around a third of revenues come from products, a third from support and the rest from

services and outsourcing. Lastyear CSI won an 28m FM deal with Northern Foods. CSI ☜has been consistently

profitable since its formation in 1983 with the exception of the 15 month period ending 31st Dec. 93 when a loss of

£175K was incurred. This loss was caused by a disproportionate growth in the cost base in comparison to the growth

in revenue☝. An ex-lBMer had been appointed as CEO and had introduced the typical IBM bureaucracy. Interestingly,

CSl☁s R&A for 1993 stated that they spent £444K to get the Ticle award. £920K of annual costs have since been

removed.
But in the year to 30th Sept. 94 CSI reported PBT of £716K on revenues of £13.5m. In comparison 008 had
revenues of £6.4m and PET of £426K in its last full financial year to 30th June 94. So its a mighty big bite for 008
which will treble their revenues to become a £24m rev/450 people SCSI company. There are few companies- as .

readers know only too well - who have not suffered either acute or chronic acquisition indigestion after such a big
meal.

But DCS has known CSI for 10 years and have been discussing the current deal for 3 years now. They have confidence

that they will not find anything untoward when they take control. The current CSI management will remain. Robert

Williams, the Chairman, CEO and main shareholder in CSI, will become deputy chairman of DCS.

Although the three get 21m each, that☂s hardly enough these days to retire on. The main rewards come downstream.
The companies have a lot in common. In addition, the prospective P/E is a quite reasonable 8-10 - a reflection of the
current "poor sentiment☝ towards the sector.
DCS MD Ray Spence told us that one of the few institutions which declined the placing did so saying ☜the deal isn't
risky enough for me☝. Atthough we wish Spence well, the deal is risky enough for us!

LBMS -~ ,☜fac'es, the future in, excellent shape
The exceptionalcost'ol the relocation☂of operational'managem nt tojt'h☁ US
of the £16m claim by, the Performing Rights VSio☂cie "
Management Systems (LBMS) reponi'ng a, £5
also fell 10% to £23.7m; mainly reflecting thesal

this, on the day' of the announcement; the share pr"
fund, which had advanced funds duririgllastiyéar☁, _
Trading profit has, .☁however, shoiNn ☁

: progressive improvement in both the third
and fourth quarters with operating profits
of £996K more than wiping 'out the first
half losses of £828K. Overall, UK/
European revenue was down,but at least
they managed to improve on the huge
32% fall during the first six months with a
7% rise in the second half. USoperations
were up 19% (only 13% in Eterms) with ' '
Asia/Pacific up 21% (again only 16% 'in ' ☁
2). Cash at the year end was upto £3.1m ' '
(against only £132K in 1994). This was ' -
mainly due to the rights issue andthe sale
to Parity of the consulting division fora
net £1 m.
Indeed, those investors who took up the
rights issue at 70p in July 94' are sitting
on a tidy gain. At the end chune, LBMS I _ . y I _ I I
was up another 35% at 273p - that☂s a 241% gain in'1995l☁Although☁we,a
towards being a US company, lftheycan attraotthe W-P/Es'achievedt
shareholders could be in for an ever more profitable ride;- Chairman 'ainer B
quarters behind us... LBMS faces the future in excellent shape☜. ' > '

8 July 1995
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Stock Market - a month of big gains - and big losses - again
On the surface - despite the Tory leadership debacle -
none of the indices moved much in June. But, yet again,
that hid some mega price changes.
Oxford Molecular were up nearly 40% to 78p (they were
a new issue at 80p in Apr. 94) on the announcement of a
long term deal with Glaxo Welcome who will now have
the right to develop the software fortheir own use. LBMS
(p8) were also up 34% on results and resolution of the
PRS dispute. Coda (p11) put on 23% - that's a 64% rise
this year - but are still around a hall of their new issue
price. Misys were up 12% to 399p - almost back to the
409p on the day they launched the ACT bid.
Proteus (p4), however, lost 30% on increased concerns.
MR (p2) were down 23% as a result of their profits warning.

fall this year. ☜Given the chequered history in the days
when it was known as Maddox, the market will need

plenty ofconvincing before it accepts the company☂s
recovery story". Source - Investors Chronicle aorh June 95.
301 une 95 nex 1562.39

FI'SE 100 3314.60
CSI mx-IOOOon1ah - - 1eae FI'SE SmallCa 1836.32
1; m1

 

Month (26/5/95 - 30/6/95)
From 15th Apr 89
From 1st Jan 90
From tst Jan 91
From 1st Jan 92
From 1st Jan 93
From 1st Jan 94
From tst Jan 95

+56.24%
469.81%

+120.72%
+49.53%

-1 36%
45.42%

+61 .40%
+40.33%
+53.43%
+32.95%
+16.44%
-3.04%

+32.36%   

 

Wakebourne is down another 21% - that☁s a near 50%

 

   

       

Share price Share pnce Cepialiselion Capitalisation
Share Price Cap'nal'sation CSI Index '34 move % move move(Em) move (Em)
30/6/95 (2p) 30/6/95(£m) 30/6/95 since 26/5/95 In 1995 since 26/5/95 In 1995

Admiral 26 .75 283.00!☜ 4891.30 2.27% 6.30% 27.10m 210.60m
Allan 21.91 241.60m 830.43 6.70% 42.54% 22.60m 212.30m

Caplta 21.80 £99.60m 5405.41 -2.70% 9.76% -22.80m 29.10m
Cethrdata 21.15 £35.20m 1095.24 6.48% 13.86% 22.20m £4.30rn
Centregold 20.50 £21.50m 400.00 45.25% -56.90% ♥23.90m ~22520m

Clinical Con rming 20.32 £5.18m 258.06 -11.11% -52.24% -20.65m -25.72m

Coda 21.26 233.00m 536.17 23.53% 63.64% 26.30111 212.80m
Compel 21.14 217.40m 912.00 0.00% 4.59% 20.00"! 俉0.80m
Corrputer People 22.90 271.00m 1193.42 7.01% 19.83% 24.60m 211.70!☜

Cowuterised Flnancial 20.78 23.67rn 866.67 2.63% -24.27% £0.10m ~21 .t7rn
Cray Eiadronim 20.56 2132.60!" 327.49 -15.15% -65.33% -223.90m -£250.80m
CRT 20.94 £63.30m 1044.44 -3.09% 18.99% -22.00m 210.10m

DCS Group 20.78 27.41m 1300.00 2.63% 6.85% 20.19m 20.50m

Division Group £0.74 俉32.50m 1850.00 -15.91% -36.75% -26.10m -27.00m
DFlS Bus 5 Research £0.23 28.261☜ 209.09 4.17% 48.13% -20.36m -23.14m

Electronic Data Processing 21.30 234.10m 3980.40 5.80% -9.09% -22.10rn .23.40m
Gresham Computing 20.31 210.10m 333.33 -6.06% -16.22% -20.70m -£2.00rn
INSTEM 21.24 25.58m 1240.00 -5..☂!4% 47.33% -£O.31m -21.22rn
JBA Holdings 21.55 £51.50m 968.75 -7.74% 1.97% -23.90m 21.30m
Kalamazoo 20.93 £18.00m 2657.14 -5.10% 44.68% -21.00m -223.50m
Kewill 22.82 234.70m 1114.62 -7.54% 17.99% -22.80m 25.70m
Learmonth & Burchen £2.73 259.80rn 2275.00 34.48% 241.25% 215.50m 242.40m
Logica 23 .75 £232.90m 1027.40 -2.09% 15.33% -24.9Dm 232.10m

Lynx Holdings 20.43 221.80m 1075.00 -12.24% -8.51% -23.00m 俉2.00m
Macm4 £4.43 俉96.10m 1706.29 -1.56% 1.14% -£1.60m 21.10m
MAID 20.85 269.10m 772.73 4.49% 23.19% -23.30m 213.00m

McDonnell IS (MDIS) £0.94 £93.50m 359.62 3.89% -7.43% 23.50!☜ 437.50"!

Micro Focus £7.70 2116.30". 3719.91 4.76% 610% £10.50m -£1.80m
Micrown 21.29 250.80rn 551.28 0.78% 26.47% 20.40m 210.60m
Miuoy ec 20.37 227.20rn 902.44 -6.33% 1.37% -21.90rn 23.90rn
Misys 23.99 2333.20m 992.54 12.08% -2.44% 228.10"! 2138.50m
MMT 21.89 221.40rn 1125.00 -0.53% -7.80% -20.10m ~21.70m

MR Data Management 20.69 238.50m 273.81 -23.33% 47.27% -211.70rn -222.90m

On Demand 20.68 £34.70m 871.79 1.49% 1.49% 20.50m 20.50"!
Oxlord Molecular 20.78 233.90m 975.00 39.29% 30.00% 29.60m 211.80"!
P5P 21.13 289.20m 504.48 11.39% 52.03% 29.1Dm 231.30m
Pamy 21.35 256.60!☜ 7499.97 4.93% 7.14% -22.90m 210.40m

Pegasus 21.89 211.90m 514.98 2.16% 26.00% 20.20m 22.51m
Persona £2.00 224.20m 1250.00 7.53% 25.00% 21 .70m 24.90"!

Phonelink 22.27 280.60m 1464.52 40.93% 6.57% -29.90m £5.00m
Proteus 20.69 222.60m 821.43 -29.59% -60.57% ♥29.40rn -231.80m
Qualin Sohware 24.92 242.80m 1294.74 11.06% 20.46% 24.30m £9.50!"
Radius 20.39 210.00m 292.61 5.41% 2.63% 20.50m 20.20nl

Real Time Control £1.82 212.70m 3714.29 10.30% 6.43% 21.10m £0.70m
m 22.15 236.20m 1228.57 -5.29% 4.37% -22.0Drn 21 .50m

Rollo 3N0|an £1.65 220.10m 1964.29 0.00% 40.81% £0.00m £2.30!☜
Sage Group 29.57 2204.80m 7361.54 -D.31% 41.99% 20.30m 263,90rn

Sanderson Eledronics £0.95 239.00m 1617.02 6.94% 20.25% -£1.00m 28.60m
Sema Group 23.83 2357.00m 1204.40 0.26% -6.13% 21:00!☜ -221.60m

Sherwood 21.39 29.87m 1158.33 0.72% 73.75% 20.07"! 24.99m

Spelgo Consulting £0.80 210.00m 042.11 (1.61% -12.09% ~£0.40m -t:1.40m
Standard Plattorms 20.22 26.99m 97.77 25.71% 57.14% 21.41"! 24.37":

Superscepe 21.81 29.59m 914.14 4.63% -11.27% -20.16m -£1.21m
Total 20.25 22.50m 471.70 0.00% -28.57% 20.00"! -£1.00rn
Trace 20.35 24.90m 280.00 42.50% 44.63% -20.70m -20.83rn
Unipalm 22.36 248.4Dm 2360.00 -1.67% 100.00% -£0.80m 224.50m
Vega Group 22.90 240.90": 2377.05 ~2.6B% 10.27% -£1.10m £3.70m
Virtuality 22.03 256.20m 1194.12 -11.35% ☁B.14% -24.30m -21.60m
Vietec 20.15 217.90m 630.43 4.69% 11.54% -20.30m 21.90m
Wakebourne 20.41 20.91"! 225.00 -20.59% I 48.73% -22.29m ☁27.59m        Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.

The CSI Index is not weighted; a change in the share price at the largest company has the same effect asa similar change for he smallest company.
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.In SeptembérJSQ. 0a
In october.-t _ H
☜computer Equipmen £700K V
☂sUb'se'quenI☁t'wo☁yea' I '
0'12ch 01369313
share sprice plunged to ,
significantimpmvemen ih'H

' In March 1995 Azlan
'Late☁st☁resulls☝
Results fo thé year to-
95 did indeed showt V V
recovery in H2' predicted at;
with Operatihg profits @5436
H2 last time. For the☜.y'ea'r,t
however, PBTv'Was'vstatic at
£3.9m on revenues 'up'"47°/ojat'
£90.5m. Acquisitions ☂aécOunted'
for £14.7m additional revenues
but continuing operations" also;
grew by an impressive 28%;
Sales in continental EurOpe were
the real star and now account for
40%, or £37m, of sales, Although
UK sales had ☜a strong second
half" total revenues f increased
only marginally in the" yeanEPS'
was also largely unchanged at
12.5p but cash reduced from
£6.1m to £45m largely due to'
acquisitions, . i☜ '
Buys in Italy .
Azlan also announced this month
that it was acquiring Italian
network VAR. Adcomp Data
Systems, for an initial £80K +. . V
£70K in July 95 + a max. of 2600k based on☁ profits» toi19
Outlook ☂ ' ' ' '

  

EZOM

illm {Mix  210m

Revenue

1999

  

Although Azlan majors on distributing third party he .

a thing of the past and Azlan is nowies martin-saw ☁b☁a
\Azlan shares ended June☁up 7% at 191p, . . ' -

  
A ☜strong start☝to the current year is ☁ two

tk P
value by more fully exploiting its network expertise ☁itsserv
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Azlan Group plc

Relative to 1989 290.501

1991 1992 1993 1994 ☁995

  Crawford takes on Oracle
Alter many leaks, it was confirmed this month that Philip
Crawford, BULL U K☂s CEO, was to take on the job vacated
by MikeHarrison as MD at Oracle UK.
Oracle seems to have difficulty with its stance towards

services. Given that Crawford☂s success at BULL UK was

firmly founded on services, we will watch with interest.

Peter Snook, has taken Crawford's place at BULL UK.

_System House   
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Arrival on TRACK

We reported last month both on Jeff Trendell's success at
Arrival and, completely separately, on the problems at the
Intelligent Ot ce Company (IOC). Unfortunately the
receivers were appointed at lOC soon after and this month
Arrival has bought lOC☂s TRACK executive information
system from the receivers. This means Arrival now
operates in the US for the first time.

July 1995



   

   

   

 

    

   

   

   

   
   

    

  

    

   

    

Coda...☝PIease be Boring again"
In our long history, we have never got our reporting more wrong than that relating to Coda. Coda received every
accolade we have ever given. We eVen gave them a rare System HouseTM Boring award. Well, as we laiow, Coda has
unfortunate/y been far from boring in the last year.
Coda was one of the many new entrants in 1994. The placing in Feb. 1994 at 235p valued Coda at £61 .7m (equivalent
to a P/E of 24.5 - a record forthe year). But around 80% - or £20m - of the funds raised in thefloat went straight into the
pockets of the Coda shareholders - rather than into the business.

- But the maiden interims in July 94 contained the first
Coda Share price warning. This was followed in Sept. 94 by another. Results

for the year to atst Oct. 94 showed an operating loss of
£3.1m and a loss before tax of £8m. In essence, Coda☂s
problems were due to a faster than expected slowdown
in sales of their lAS product on proprietary systems -
HP, ASl400 and, in particular, DEC VAX.
On 18th Jan. 1995, Chairman Rodney Potts bought a
further 200,000 shares at 88p boosting his holding to
21.5%. General Atlantic also bought another 880,000
shares boosting their holding to 13.5%.
Their confidence was rewarded in the results for the six
months to 30th April 95. PBT of £993K compared with
losses of £2.6m last time. Operating profits improved
threefold. Revenues were up14% at £15.2m. And we
must stress (see page 1 article) that, unlike others, this

. result was stmck after expensing £3m of R&D spend.
Although the results showed declines in both HP and DEC VAX revenues, IBM AS/4OO revenues increased by a
surprising 10% and revenues from the all important new open systems version were up over 80% . Once again
maintenance (up 21% at £3.7m) and professional services (up 19% at £3.9m) were the star performers. Product
licence sales now represent only 50% of Coda☂s revenues. All geographic territories were profitable. A few days later,
Coda announced a deal for CINCOM to resell Coda☂s open systems products.

We should all remember Coda's reputation for excellent product and sound management. Nothing would give us more
pleasure than for the last year to be seen in retrospect as a "blip". Certainly, the share price - up another 24% this
month at 126p (that☂s a 63% rise this year so far) - is showing signs of recovery.Still a long way to go to reach the 235p
launch price though.

ew"! ba¢k10hitra¢kagaini 1' 5- » , H . J j
☁ The story of if'on'e béd-acézuiéition bringssuperbicompany to its knees has ntold far too many times, for far too
- many companiesin our organ. But weare'plea☂s'ed to say that. ,at long restart I 't'the examples, Kewill has managed .
to put thetrauma of its illLtated German Weigang Subsidiary firmly-behind Results for the full year to Mar. 95 are
Solid ratherlhanspectacular a. 6% revenue rise to £33.7rn, PBTgup 2 :arecord £5.1☂m but, asgis the case in
.acquiSitive☁compa☂nies, 5st although up ☂_23%☁is still-lower than in 1990]☝ e PBT Was stated aftera further charge or.
.'£254K☂against profitsfr☂omithe MBQ sale of the remaining software rightsof'Weigan'g tor'nil consideration. Kewill has
at last also eliminated net borroWings'and finished the year with £3.6m'in☁the' ban . H - " > '
Finance Director RichardBroadsaid thatit's recurring maintenance base ☁ Iss0 s g and it's on that platform that we ,

. ~ are able'tovinovve foriva'rdfyDoesithis mean that they are now going testart on the cguisitiontrail again to. fuel further _
growth? Lets h☂op'evthat no ore'f☁Weiga'ng's☝ appear! But we doubt.thatthe . .ke'thesame mistake again.
in more'détail,,'inrth☁e Uchperatin'g profits " ' '- ~ ' ' ☁ ' ' - ' '
inereased 25% to £3.2m with unchanged admin. 3
costs; ManUfé iUring ystems aid-wen. with,
Micréss (the original core product); Trifid Software. =
(mid-range systems) and the smaller KeWill-Xetal I
(specialist systems for the garment industry) all.
increasing profits. Financial Systems is evidently
building on. the well established Omicron
Power☂systems with new opportunities from the
exolusive UK distribution rightsfor windows-based ☁
Dynamics products. EDI sales were up30% and '
now account in! 010% of total revenue, is. over '
23m. in the US pro ts increased 9% to a record ☁
21 am with window-based Micromax leading the
[improvemen .. n . Austria, Germany. and, -
Netherlands (1 [digit Dataport) profitswere ., ☜' > "" "" "", "" 'T'☝ "☁ "" " "" . ""
static at £90.0K despite redUCed Austrian sales and the loss of a German distributor through bankruptcy.
Prospects torthe tuttire now look good and, assuming they don☁t repeat previous acquisitions errors, Kewill look well
poised to resume their previous excellent performance. They are now applying for a full Stock Exchange listing to take
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   Kewill Systems plc
PET and EPS Record

Relative to 1985      
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    effect from next August. Kewill ended the month down 8% at 282p; still a rise of 18% this year. 1
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Eight Year Revenue and PET Record
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Kalamazoo's full year results to Mar. 95 were unexciting compared to the last year☁s. Revenue was down very

  
  

   
    

   
  

  

  

   
  

   
  

      

    

      
   

   

 

   

 

  
  

  

 

year for the development of the company. Reshaping and strengthening will continue... The Group has considerable

m I , Viinah'cial'state of the industry on behalf☁of the☁CSSA'onli Sihdu

i
I V

slightly at £60.7m. PET was up just 7% to £6,8m and EPS improved 16%.

potential for growth in the medium lerm..."A more detailed review next month.

I..'..-;This' is your LA'ST'CHANCEVto avoid being;the*_only rn☁ajor CEO ☜'6
- olway eport

m 4.-1995._The CEOs'from almost every leading SQSi'playeria [no V ' ☁ '
Cw- who's whoof☂ourjhdujstry Starting at 5.30 pm, the evening attire on☁do

orders a'copy ot the 1995 Holway Report. _ H _☁ _

V ORDERFORM
. From: ;V g . . . . Delivery address: 5.;

    

Chairman Peter Harrop said "The last financial year has been a year of further progress and 1995 will be an important

I not'to. attend? Richard Heiway's'annua'l presentation onthe'.

dinner☁and drinks.We really would like to see you☁theresAs usual gal-TREE placetor every one he

  

       

1995 Hoiway Report ' I_' ' , v ☁ ..
D _☁ VM☁aster☁eopy 6 E1600 (cheque with☁order only) E] Additionalfeo'p☂leis 6?.an eaeh
SystemHouse I ' . V ' ' ' . > ,

E] one year's subscription 6 gzgspe. D' "4 - copy subscrlprionW-g'seo pa. [3 _Site☁lieéncé'@ {1000 p.3.

  

  

   
  

      

  

   

Master copy at £5,600 I ' i, . Additional copies 707☁ EBSOIeach; I

Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd. ☂ ☁ ☁V v, ,- - -. ' ' . |

Richard Holway Ltd.. 18 Great Austins. Cheque encIOSed ' '
l7. FARNHAM, Surrey, GU9 sJo. : ' V 3 I I . _» 5 '

L§'9_"£d=___;.; ________ _- ☂2932.a_
System House" Is published monthly by Richard Holway lJmlted, 18 Graai Ausiim, FARNHAM. Surrey. GU9 8.10. Telephone 01252 724584: Fax: 01252
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